
Currie Parent Council 

Minutes of meeting – 20th August 2020 

 

Attending were: 

 

Jane Robinson (JR)  Sally Hourston (SH)  Neil Mckenzie (NM)  

Margaret Campbell (MC) Michelle McAndrew (MMA) Faeza Nagi 

Vicky Parsons (VP)  Caroline Brown (CB)  Richard Matthews (RM) 

Emma Durie (ED)  Pauline Campbell(PC)  Michayla Greig (MG) 

Joanna Hamilton-Rigg  Beth Urquhart (BU)  Willeke Keijsers 

Lousie Illingworth 
 

  
Minutes: 

JR welcomed and provided summary of last meeting – including that she and VP were appointed as 
co-chairs at the EGM in June 2020. Full AGM is expected shortly, at which these appointments will 
be ratified and all post elections will be held for this year then.  

 

This meeting was arranged to connect with school and provide any feedback to /from school in 
relation to return to school and discuss the current procedures and processes as we are settling into 
new routine.  

 

Sally said the overall feedback from all pupil and parents has been good. Although school hasn’t 
been running as previous normal, cooperation from parents and pupils is making it all work. There 
are now various zones created to allow children to carry out as much activities as possible within 
their bubbles. Zones are applicable to play time in the playground or pitch, lunch time, etc. PC asked 
if school could share zone information with parents. SH will send details shortly. JR also agreed it 
would be good for parents to get understanding of how zones work.  

 

Question was asked as some children had indicated they had not been on the pitch. SH shared that 
there is a rota system setup to ensure all classes get time at the pitch.  SH further explained how 
they have organized the pitch for all classes including older classes p6, & P7. Classes have been 
allocated alternate days as per rota. However, there may be an occasional miss due to bad weather. 
School is trying their best to ensure all classes are getting their turn to use pitch. 

 

It has been observed that zones/bubbles are enabling children to find new friendships within their 
class and explore other opportunities like playing at football pitch.  



 

While school understand that children may be mixing outside, guidance from school authority is to 
keep children in their class bubbles. Our cluster schools, Juniper Green will be testing bubbles with 
class year groups. If result is positive and allowed, school could look into doing similar, but it remains 
to be determined later on.  

 

Guidelines for schools’ is to report to authorities if two or most positive tests are observed. BU asked 
how school would react to someone showing cold like symptoms. SH said they will need to isolate 
the pupil to carry out temperature check, and as per case basis may need to send them home and/or 
ask for test. In this situation, parents are expected to collect their children quickly from school. 
Parents would also be advised to refer to NHS inform website for guidelines. 

 

Q - What would school do if anyone in school tests positive, and who would need to isolate etc. SH 
said we would need to inform authority when test someone is tested positive. It is also possible that 
authorities may be informed automatically through the testing system. Further action will be as per 
case basis and authority guidelines.   

 

SH shared school is taking slightly different approach to non-contact time.  Rather than being taken 
in blocks, it is being saved up so that class cover is for a day at a time once every few weeks, rather 
than just for a short period.  For example, Mrs Rubatto would cover a class for the full day, rather 
than just take the class for music.  This will allow to reduce adult contact with kids, as well as 
manage contracted hours for the teachers.  

   

SH said government has also arranged for extra staff to plug in the gap for any item that may need 
more attention like addressing any attainment gap from recent school closures. The extra staff will 
be shared among cluster schools and will be able to help teachers with extra/additional support for 
pupil in their class. Like other non-class work arrangement this will be organized as block to allow 
distancing and bubble.  Miss Burgess will be working Wednesday – Friday, with P4. 

 

SH provided details on filling of water bottles. All bottles are being filled by pupil support staff and 
teachers, maintaining their bubbles. Drinking fountains have been turned off as per authority 
guidance but school is doing all the best to keep children hydrated with water available to pupils as 
needed. 

 

Pupil’s use of toilets is also restricted to the allocated toilet blocks. So, if pupils from upper floor 
classes are at lower level (for example playground), they would need to go their allocated toilet 
block (upper level). 

 



BU, shared information received about non-working tap in P7 boys’ toilet. Another rep also 
mentioned an issue for P5 toilet. School is regularly checking facilities and will get it all checked. 

 

SH mentioned pupil learning assistants are currently working with single class only, but they will 
soon be extending to supporting two classes.  

 

Q – If any staff member develops symptom, will they be prioritized by NHS for testing. MC shared 
teachers are Keyworker 3. NHS inform /testing questionnaire will prioritize key workers as per their 
roles. So, testing should be speedy and prioritized.  

 

PC raised a concern for asymptomatic carriers and asked what council’s guidance would be to 
provide reassurance to parents. School has procedure in place to check and isolate those showing 
symptoms. However, it will be very difficult to monitor for anyone who may be affected by not 
showing symptoms. CB suggested PC could reach out to other parent councils to see if there are 
other practices we can adapt. 

 

A concern was received with impact of increased emphasis on hand washing towards kids with dry 
skin and similar. SH informed that PTA is providing some hand cream. Kids are not expected to bring 
their sanitizer and there is good provision at school. However, if they wish to bring their own, that’s 
OK. Health guidelines are for pupil to wash and sanitize before and after, activities such as 
playground time. School has to follow safety guidelines.  

 

NM said school has been in touch with other authorities and found practices put in place at CPS are 
adequate and good. 

 

Restriction on school bags is to allow more room in class, as we are using space within classrooms 
for storing coats, as well as lunch boxes. Use of cloakroom is stopped to reduce contact and aide 
social distancing.  

 

School is not allowed to store lost property items. If item is lost, then usually it is ok to trace the 
owner with tag/reminder as it’s only a with class bubble to check. Any lost items with name tag, will 
be returned to the pegs/class. Parent are always encouraged to name tag all belongings.   

 

Bike and scooter restriction are only to ease the congestion on paths to school. School is aware it 
may be disappointing for some pupils; however, these measures are put in place to ensure safety of 
all. We are hoping as situation get better these restrictions can be lifted.  

 



Question was asked if there is a plan to support learning for any children who may need to isolate, 
or waiting for test result etc. SH said school will do best to send some work through TEAMs or 
directly to these pupils. This will not apply to anyone voluntarily not coming to school. 

 

Homework - SH informed school is looking into best possible way to incorporate the necessary 
homework. More details on this yet to come. TEAMS may be used but school would need to ensure 
everyone has access to TEAMS. 

 

Pupils are encouraged to have a waterproof jacket every day, even if it is sunny in the morning due 
to the changing weather. Outdoor play is encouraged more and will be used as much possible, 
weather permitting.  

 

A concern was raised as bringing or storing of extra/protective clothing is not currently allowed but 
some activities may require provision (eg painting). School always make use of items that are 
washable, however can look further into this.  

 

Some concerns were shared about use of cleaning products that may not be suitable for some. MC 
said school has been provided with specific list of products to use for cleaning and these can only be 
purchased from specific suppliers. It is expected that council would have these product lists checked 
and vetted. 

 

Questions for school lunches will be forwarded to the kitchen staff. Kitchen staff has all dietary 
information and adheres to all requirement/restrictions to ensure health/religious concerns are 
satisfied. Any last-minute change to menu may have been made due to delivery etc. School also 
encourage children to throw away any rubbish they have after lunch.  Any lunch leftover that might 
come back is likely when children want to eat rest later or for indication for parents to see what’s 
left. However, school doesn’t mind if children empty the leftovers at school. Currently there are no 
plans for hot lunches to start this term. 

 

Classes are getting decent times to eat their lunch. P1s are getting slightly more time to 
accommodate their settling and longer day. At one occasion last week, one of the classes were later 
at getting lunch, due to zone management. School is taking learning onboard and will ensure to 
adjust activities and arrange lunch for earlier time where applicable.  

 

Pupils are still getting PE, although it’s not necessarily on the same specific days as before. If pupil 
want to wear trainers, school is OK with this. PE will be arranged with possibility of weather and 
zone availability not at fix time /day like before. 

 



P7 visit to high school, is yet to be planned – Usually these activities are planned around Christmas 
time. ED shared her experience from last year with Currie community high school (CCHS). Transition 
was spread throughout the year so something similar can be arranged this year as things progress or 
virtually as they did for welcoming new student for this year’s S1, through videos etc.  

 

BU asked, is there is a cut-off date for applying to High school. SH said enrolment is usually in 
November and parents get letter with information on catchment. NM and SH confirmed, in past, 
both CHS and BHS get in touch pass on to pupils as time comes for it.  

 

More signage will be posted by 21/8/2020. Changing the one-way system to go out of field gate was 
considered. However, it was agreed not to pursue as there is no barrier to stop pupil going straight 
on to the road as they come out.  Barrier outside main gate is preferred for pupil safety. Some 
parents have made arrangement with their older kids to meet outside by Hazel. MG shared some 
parents may want to wait in the field between different classes getting out. School is fine with this as 
long as parents use one-way system to exit after collecting younger class and entering the pitch 
again via field entrance to wait for the older children. 

 

Question was raised on nursery door being used for nursery in/out and older classes. MMA/NM 
commented nursery is starting earlier at 8am. There is an exception of very few nursery parents 
using these gates at same time and it should be relatively free access. The other nursery gate cannot 
be used as it would restrict outdoor play for nursery. 

 

PC asked what sociological intervention have been put in place for kids. Currently school is focusing 
to make the return/settling to school easy for kids. SH said they are focusing on ‘Me’. Virtual 
assembly is starting this week – theme this week will be Me. This will then grow to me and my class, 
then my school. Plan is to expand to my community, my world. Information on this will be shared 
soon with parents.  

 

RM asked who parents should raise concerns about school crossing patrol as currently nothing on 
Riccarton Avenue. MC said parents can contact patrol officer to register the concern.  

 

JR shared the appreciation received on school’s execution of new routine safely. There had been a 
lot of positive feedback and appreciation for good planning in such a short duration, including the 
communication, children seem happy, the running track being painted so quickly and recognition 
that the school is working hard under difficult circumstances. 

 

The Men’s Shed is building some great structures for P1s. Mrs Rushworth had contacted the men’s 
shed for the P1 since the originally planned building/ area is not going ahead.  What has been seen 
already is fantastic and will be a great resource for P1.  Thanks were noted for this.  



 

SH shared the council notification advising school staff to only attend meetings that are hosted on 
MS TEAM. This is with regards to council’s online safety policy. Jane confirmed that PC is aware of 
this. There is an on-going concern from all parent councils in Edinburgh. PC committee will discuss 
this further and work out a way to carry out engagement with school on these virtual meetings. 

 

Date for AGM – 16th Sept 2020 


